BEST Recommended App List

**BEST Suite (PaceMyDay & ReachMyGoals - 9.99)**

The Best Suite integrates the PaceMyDay and the ReachMyGoals apps. It can help track sleep, energy, and overall time spent on tasks as well as help users establish SMART goals. and to incorporate principles of self-regulation to assist them in monitoring their progress and identifying goal-related successes and challenges.

**Week Calendar ($1.99 iPhone; 3.99 iPad)**

iPhone - https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/week-calendar/id381059732?mt=8

Week Calendar includes a variety of important features beyond those available in the native iOS Calendar app. Additional features including notification of overlapping appointments, color coding, etc.

**Notability ($9.99)**


Notability is a notetaking app that allows the user to take notes and link recorded audio for easy organization and retrieval of specific information. It can be used in the classroom or in everyday life.
Inspiration Maps (free or $9.99 for VVP)


Inspiration Maps is an app that allows users to create graphic organizers/mind maps for organizing ideas, papers, projects, etc. It also allows users to switch from graphic to outline mode.